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When planning any activity directed on the «Shelter» transformation into ecologi-
cally safe system there must be resolved the problem what namely kinds of FCM
congestions monitoring to be valid and sufficient.

There is the significant indefiniteness now in a problem concerning both the possi-
ble presence and spatial distribution of uranium nuclear fuel inside the lava-like
fuel-containing materials (LFCM) congestions of «Shelter» object. That forces one
to use for such a congestions criticality and associated risks estimations the conser-
vative approach based on the concepts of neutron physical heterogeneity of such a
congestions as a whole with probable simultaneous presence inside its volume a
water, being an effective moderator for neutrons. The scientifically reasonable ap-
proach to the above problem, however, demands more certain information concern-
ing the possibility of macroscopic fuel inclusions existence in LFCM volume in
principle. Whereas LFCM to be the complicated non-equilibrium multiphase sys-
tem, its interaction with fuel kinetics during the active stage of known 1986 acci-
dent cannot be described in theoretical way to be reliable enough for certain
conclusions and generalizations. In order to reach the greater distinctness in solid
understanding of possible outcomes of fuel interaction with channel reactor con-
structional materials during an initial stage of accident, the experimental research
of high-temperature interaction of uranium dioxide fuel and other core materials
with both the channel reactor constructional materials and LFCM kinetics have
been carried out.

When the chemical investigation is under study, one can describe the interphase in-
teraction process by typical differential equation:

dm = -a-S(t)dt, (1)

where dm - mass diminution when the time interval dt, S(t) - interphase surface
square at t moment. Here a is the interaction constant, which characterize the
interphase interaction intensity and depends on the nature of substances and exter-
nal conditions, such as temperature, pressure etc. The main outcomes of a series of
such a purposeful experiments are presented below.
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1. High-temperature interaction of zirconium envelopes with both
a nuclear fuel and silicates

In workbench experiment, the a value from (1) for fuel elements envelopes
(Zr + 1 % Nb) and UO2 nuclear fuel at Г» 1900 °С had been determined. The upper
estimation for a turned out to be less than 0,5 kg/(m2 • hour). Low a value does not
contradict the known experimental observations; in accordance with them, the se-
vere zirconium with fuel liquid mixed phase formation starts since 1900 - 2000 °С
temperature region only. It is doubtful, however, such a temperature achievement
during the active stage of accident. Really, the heat release of irradiated fuel (hav-
ing typical for 4-th Unit enrichment and burnup) is 230 W/kg (without volatile fis-
sion products) only. If to take into account the heat losses due to the infrared heat
radiation from the envelope surface, one can obtain, that for single fuel element the
envelope equilibrium overheating will not exceed 450 °С. The similar account for
the whole fuel assembly gives no more than 700 °С temperature value. Certainly, in
such a situation any noticeable interaction of fuel with an envelope could not hap-
pen. Additional heat release at the expense of known steam-zirconium reaction
seems also impossible as far as temperature threshold for such a reaction beginning
is much above. Really, the saved fuel element fragments in «Shelter» have no visi-
ble evidence of their envelopes melting; moreover, the significant part of them has
no typical visible evidences of zirconium high-temperature oxidation, usually ob-
servable after long high-temperature exposition of zirconium alloys in an air me-
dium. One large fuel element fragment was specially sampled from «Shelter»for
detailed study. It was provided the workbench inspection of an internal surface of
average burnup (if to judge on induced activity) fuel element envelope by an optical
microscopy method. Any visible evidences of an envelope interaction with fuel,
contained in it, such as formation of new phases on the boundary etc. have not been
detected. Stated above allows to make a preliminary conclusion that for fuel ele-
ments were out of direct contact with silicate materials when the active stage of ac-
cident, the main accident consequences were limited by their cracking on relatively
large fragments only.

In the coarse of accident, however, the significant part of fuel elements (about half
of total number) turned out to be located inside the serpentine filling originated
from the destroyed upper and lower capacities for it. In this case, the heat transport
from zirconium envelopes by both the heat radiation and convection was hampered.
As far as the thermal conduction of a serpentine filling is rather low (its nominal
value is 0,25 W/(m-K), the simple evaluations show, that envelope overheating in
this case can really achieve 1000 К value and more. In the same time it is known,
that melted silicates at high temperature conditions are chemically aggressive in re-
lation to majority of metal alloys and oxides. The experimental study of an interac-
tion constant a for zirconium envelopes with silicates in air atmosphere has show,
that at 1100 °С temperature the reliable lower evaluation gives a > 22 icy/(u.2-hour),
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and a value so sharply grows with temperature, that cannot be determined for sure
in experiment. The simple comparison of experimental a values for zirco-
nium-silicates and zirconium-fuel interacting systems shows that in heavy accident
conditions the interaction of envelopes with silicates happens much earlier and
much faster, than their interaction with a uranium fuel. The simple evaluations
show, that the channel reactor regular fuel element envelopes (thickness of 0,9 mm)
already at 1150 °С temperature must be completely dissolved in silicates within the
few minutes. The complicated silicate glass turned out to be capable to dissolve up
to 50 % (mass) zirconium alloy quantity.

One can come to conclusion, that the total destruction of fuel element and channel
envelopes due to their dissolution in a serpentine f i l l i n g material was the dominat-
ing process in an active stage of accident development. The uranium-zirconium
eutectic formation could not be an essential process, as far as other pointed above
interactions already have taken place at much lower temperatures.

2. Uranium fuel with silicate compositions high-temperature interaction

After dissolving of envelopes, as it was described in the previous item, the stage of
high-temperature interaction of uranium fuel with silicate occurs. In workbench,
the study of uranium dioxide fuel interaction with all-main kinds of LFCM was pro-
vided in high vacuum conditions, which guaranteed a stability of stoichiometrical
structure of uranium fuel entering interaction during the whole experiment. The
lower evaluation for such an interaction intensity gives a > 6 kg/(m: • hour) at
Т ^ 1600 °С. From comparison of this significance with data of the previous item
one can see, that this interaction much more intensive, than those for interaction of
uranium fuel with the zirconium envelopes. The latter additionally specifies that
leading chemical process in development of an active stage of accident (after disso-
lution of envelopes) was direct dissolution of fuel in complicated silicates. The
above data, however, not quite adequately reflect the dynamics of actual fuel disso-
lution in silicates during an active stage of accident, as far as for uranium fuel the
accompanying process of fast high-temperature oxidation in air atmosphere with
highest uranium oxides (such as U3O8 - U4O9 and even UO3) formation must take
place. In workbench experiment, the determination of fuel interaction with silicates
in air atmosphere was conducted. It turned out, that even at Т « 950 °С the lower
evaluation for interaction intensity gives a > 14 kg/(m2-hour), and this intensity
sharply grows even at slight further temperature increasing. An experimental eval-
uation of such a process activation energy gives the 6 eV value. A solubility l i m i t is
30% by mass of uranium.

The evaluations of a possible time for channel reactor standard fuel element disso-
lution in air atmosphere with enough quantity of melted silicates show, that at
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Т а; 1000 °С the fuel element content can be completely dissolved during
20-30 minutes, and when slight further increase of temperature - much faster.

From above-stated follows, that the main process of LFCM formation during an ac-
tive stage of accident was the high-temperature dissolution of oxidized uranium
fuel in a s i l icate melt. This process did not require both the temperature above
1500°C and uraniumzirconium eutectic formation, as it was considered previously.
Other important aspect is that a main heat source for LFCM formation was the fuel
itself, i.e. the places of its fragments localization were corresponded to the areas
having increased local temperature in a comparison with the average temperature
of a melt. The accounting of high activation energy for dissolution intensity of
highest uranium oxides in silicates, observed in experiment, leads to the conclusion
that macroscopic fuel inclusions cannot be saved in LFCM volume, and LFCM
must be considered as homogeneous system in the neutron physical aspect. The last
to be the crucial circumstance must be taken into account when evaluate the LFCM
congestions in «Shelter» criticality and nuclear risks associated with it.

3. High-temperature silicate interaction with inner metallic
constructions of reactor

From the point of view of heavy accident further development, the topic of doubt-
less interest is the interaction intensity of the silicate melt already containing a zir-
conium (dissolved envelopes) and dissolved fuel in both with inner metall ic
constructions, first of all with both the carbonic steel (so called «OP» scheme) and
08X18H10T heat resisting stainless steel (steam distributing pipes and steam
bleeding valves).

In the first group of experiments the interaction of silicate melts with carbonic steel
was investigated. The lower evaluation gives that such an interaction intensity
a > 22 kg/(m2-hour) at Т = 1150 °С and grows very fast with further increase of
temperature. This a value to dataset indicated in the previous item comparison
shows, that the silicate melts interaction with carbonic steel is quite similar to that
with oxidized fuel and zirconium. This implies that the known part of the «OP»
scheme was dissolved by a silicate melt without steel melting.

The workbench determination of melting silicates with 08X18H10T stainless steel
interaction constant a gives the lower evaluation a > 1,1 kg/(m2 • hour) at Т = 1150 °С,
і. е. such kind of steel is dissolving in silicates approximately in 20 times more
slowly, than a carbonic one. The last circumstance allows explaining a wholeness
of steam bleeding pipes, through which the main LFCM streams had flowed out.
The problems connected with LFCM fluidity and its dependence on temperature
are under discussion below.
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4. LFCM fluidity and thermal radiation phenomena

In order to understand the crucial processes responsible for an active stage of acci-
dent kinetics, the experimental study of LFCM fluidity (back dynamic viscosity)
temperature dependence have been carried out. Such a dependence study in a
neighbourhood of a softening temperature is of a main interest.

The temperature dependence indicates the exponential growth of so called
multi-coloured LFCM fluidity (near 3 eV activation energy) on temperature, which
is typical for many glasses. If to take into account, that softening temperature
Tg conventionally corresponds to 1 TPa dynamic viscosity value, one can determine
Tg * 800 °С. Brown LFCM test indicates Tg « 750 °С only. For black LFCM the
softening temperature is even lower, than for brown one.

If to apply the existing theoretical concepts used for the glass flowing description,
there are no basis to think, that about exponential growth of fluidity with increase of
temperature can have any basic limitations. The simple evaluations made from acti-
vation energy of LFCM fluidity and numerous experimental observations show
that already at T^ 1200 °С the black and brown LFCM dynamic viscosity does not
exceed a viscosity of water at a room temperature. The last is in obvious inconsis-
tency with many outcomes of full-scale observations and «Shelter» inspections.
The obvious outcome is that real lava streams temperature was much lower than
1200 °С; one can additionally take into account, that LFCM streams heat release at
the heat radiation expense at mentioned temperature much exceeds the heat release
of fuel contained in them.

The additional factor, which modify an LFCM formation and further dissemination
processes, is the powerful radiation fields (more than 200 Gy/s) presence when the
active stage of accident. That initiates a various radiation-induced phenomena es-
sentially changing the kinetic properties of materials, including their fluidity as
well. Theoretical considerations based on a possibility of transmitting to a kinetic
particle a certain energy by nonradiating recombination of electron excitations
originating owing to an irradiation of a material, indicates, that the influence of ra-
diation (which produces the electron excitations) results in a noticeable diminution
of thermal dynamic viscosity (thermal radiation viscosity) or, (that is equivalent),
to a softening temperature Tg diminution as well. The numerical estimations for
SiC>2 softening temperature shift ATg gives at least 50 - 60 К value for radiation
dose rate 25 Gy/s. At the same time, the radiation field provides more severe effect
on materials having smaller softening temperature, as it for brown and black LFCM
takes place. The correspondent evaluation shows, that for radiation dose rate
200 Gy/s (that corresponds to radiation energy release of 200 W/kg) the brown and
black LFCM fluidity will rise approximately by two orders, which in many respects
determines the active stage of accident dynamics. Stated allows to suppose rather
low temperature value when the lava streams dissemination, which provides the
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consistent explanation of wholeness and absence of a visible temperature warping
of steam bleeding tubes and valves, and rather superficial destruction of concrete
located under the LFCM streams also.

5. Conclusions and some practical corollaries

From the comparative analysis of experimental data totality on chemical interac-
tions certain intensities follows, that the leading physico-chemical process respon-
sible for LFCM formation, had in fact been the high-temperature interaction of
melted silicates with the fuel envelopes and oxidized fuel, but not the
uraniumzirconium eutectic formation, as it was conventionally considered previ-
ously. The 1200°C temperature value must be sufficient for such a process develop-
ment.

The left macroscopic fragments of uranium fuel in LFCM congestions volume ex-
istence (see item 1) is impossible, whence follows, that LFCM congestions must be
homogeneous in the neutron physics aspect system. This circumstance demands the
revision of existing conservative valuations of LFCM congestions possible critical-
ly.

High-temperature chemical destruction of the «OP» scheme fragment by melted
silicates (see item 3), but not its melting, was the crucial factor which has caused a
LFCM dissemination on a large distances from a place of their formation. The
rather high LFCM fluidity at moderate temperatures could be supplied by thermal
radiation phenomena (see item 4).

The heavy radioecological consequences of 1986 accident were mainly stipulated
by destruction of both a significant part of fuel envelopes and fuel matrix due to
high-temperature interaction with silicates, when nuclear fuel has lost an important
property to keep the fission products inside its volume. In this respect the silicate
material application in thermal-insulating filling is a crucial fault had been made
when Chernobyl NPP channel reactor designing.
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